induced by H. Since V is dense in H, the form v -> a(t; u, v) can be extended to a continuous conjugate-linear form on H. Thus there exists a linear operator
A{t) from D[A (t)] into H such that a(t; u, v) = (A (t)u, v) for all v in H.
We make the following assumptions: (i) For all u, v G V, the function J -» a(J; w, u) is continuously differentiate on [0,o°).
(ii) For all u, v 6 V and / > 0, a(J; w, z>) = a{t\v, u).
(iii) There exists a positive function m(0 such that 
and 11 is a positive constant depending on u.
Proof of Theorem 1.
In (3), lower bounds for solutions of the inequality \u r + Au\ < <j> \u\ were obtained in the case where A was a constant, symmetric operator. The present proof makes use of an identity which also played an important part in the derivation of the bounds of (3). Namely, application of (2), (3), and (4) yields
• \u\ Applying Schwarz's inequality to the identity, we obtain
at \u\ 2 \u\ \u\ Making use of assumptions (hi) and (iv), and the inequality (5), we find that da (t\u,u) . ,2 , -2, .2 .
i.a(t;u,u) at \u\ \u\
The solution of this ordinary differential inequality is easily found to be We shall now find bounds for each of the integrals JTi, 22, and 7 8 . First, using Schwarz's inequality and the fact that b is positive and nonincreasing, we see that 
< (b-\t)i 3 (t)y
Finally, the estimate (9) implies that
h(t) < J] W)[\ + f o b(y)^(y) dyj ds <tb~\t)[\ + j\(s)<t>\s)dsj.
It follows that if /x is a positive constant with /x > X, say /x = max (A, 1), then for t sufficiently large,
Application of these bounds to (10) then yields the desired estimate (7) for sufficiently large /. Throughout the proof, we have tacitly assumed that \u(t)\ ^ 0 for t > 0. This is an easy consequence of the assumption \u(0)\ 9^ 0 and the lower bound (7). Consequently, solutions of (11) satisfy the inequality (7) with <j> = f + r and ^ = g + jS. If ^o > 0, then it is easily seen that the proof of Theorem 1 also establishes the lower bound KOI > \u(to)\e- K(t) for t sufficiently large. Thus, the following asymptotic results are immediate consequences of Theorem 1. We conclude with a backward uniqueness theorem for solutions of the inequality (5) on a finite interval.
